The so-called Christian Orient can be characterized both by its unity which is manifest from the existence of its lingua franca (Greek in antiquity, and Arabic from the Middle Ages down to the present), and by its multiple cultural interactions which can be best seen in the way various literary works were transmitted from one language into another. From both points of view, the case of the Life of Macarius, which is preserved in various languages of the Christian Orient, deserves special attention, especially because its Greek version seems to derive from its Arabic version, as the present article shows.
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), which is preserved in several languages of the area (Coptic, Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, Greek etc.), is just an example of it among many others.
This diversity does in no way mean that there has been no unity whatsoever. The Christian Orient has always had its lingua franca: in antiquity it was Greek, and from the Arab conquest onward Arabic has gradually taken its place. Given this situation, it is only natural that various works, written originally either in Greek or in other languages, have flowed into Arabic through translation.
However, cultural interaction in the Christian Orient was so complicated that things could sometimes go in the opposite direction. The purpose of the present article is to show one interesting example of this complication: it seems that the extant Greek version of the Life of Macarius derives from the Arabic version.
One thing should be noted before starting the discussion. On another occasion I discussed the relation between the Coptic, the Syriac and the Arabic versions of the Life, and argued that the Arabic version of the Life is a translation of the Syriac version which, in its tum, derives from the Bohairic version. 2 This is presupposed in the following discussion.
I. Preliminary remarks
Two things should be clear at the outset. First, compared on the textual level, the Greek and the Arabic versions are completely different from each other; they clearly represent two different recensions of the Life. Thus I will not argue that the Greek version is a literal translation of the Arabic version; the relation between the two, if any, would be that of rewriting. So the resemblance between them should be looked for on the level of the content. Second, it should be stressed that the Greek version which will be discussed here is the extant one.
In Coptic literature, to which belongs also the Coptic Life of Macarius, the problem of the language of composition is omnipresent: one is far from certain whether a literary work preserved in Coptic was originally written in Greek or in Coptic. 3 Here a question can be posed: is it possible that this extant Greek version is the original, from which would derive all the other versions (Coptic, Syriac, Arabic etc.)? The answer to this question is obviously negative. The following two passages, presented in four different versions, will clearly show the point. (a) In a chapter which I titled "Macarius, father of a child?", the extant Greek Life has a following passage:
•VMGrXVI 4 'Ev l>oc.p yap noav Ka8cbtep AEOV'tEc; o>pu61J.EVOl, avoprov aUiEOliJ.O'tcl'tffiV E:7tEO't111tAo118i>c; 'tl)v U't(XK'tOV tKEivrov OPJ.lTtV tmoxouoa, ayytA.rov OiJ.lat nv tKEi V1) n tmcr'tacria Ka\ OUK avepro1tOlV.
While they were like roaring lions, a multitude of venerable people appeared, blocking their chaotic attack (I think this appearance was that of angels and not that of men).
By contrast, the corresponding passages of the other three versions are far shorter:
152 And everyday, by appling the sacred oil, he made one of the sick go back to his country healed; the others he let them persist in perseverance. Not that he lacked the grace, far from it! For how (could) he, who had realized the formidable and extraordinary things and had from his childhood the inexhaustible source of the grace, lack the grace, so that he could not heal thousands of sick people in the twinkling of an eye?
Once again, the corresponding passages of the other versions are far shorter:
w-kul yawmo mose hwo 1-~ad men-hun kacj mfalle hwo 'a! me'S~o w-mosa~ leh. Everyday he healed one of them, by praying on the oil and applying it (to him).
[2] VMArab L 2 10 wa-kulla yaumin kana yubri 'u min-him wa~idan yufalli 'ala zait wa-yadhunu-hu. And everyday he healed one of them, (for whom) he prayed on the oil and applied it (to him).
Thus these two passages seem to indicate that the extant Greek version, far from being the original, occupies a secondary and late place in the transmission of the Life of Macari us.
The implication of this observation should be clear. Mention was made above of the problem of the language of composition in Coptic literature, and it is still possible to think that the Life of Macarius was written originally in Greek, and then translated into Coptic. But our observation seems to indicate that even if that should be the case, this original Greek Life would apparently have no direct relation with the extant Greek version, since, as we saw above, the extant Greek Life differs significantly from the Coptic Life which must be the direct descendant of the original Greek Life if the latter really existed. contain a much shorter text than the remaining seven witnesses. I call this shorter sub-recension Arab X, and the longer one ArabY. The sub-recension ArabY can be divided into two groups, and one of them, ArabY 2 , which comprises ArabE, F, G, H, I and K, is most probably related to the Wadi nNatrun, with the four manuscripts of the group (ArabE, F, G and H) preserved in the Monastery of saint anba Macari us. ArabY comprises also a karshuni manuscript, ArabL, which is preserved in the Mingana collection.
II. Two sub-recensions of the Arabic Life
In addition to this major difference which is concerned with the length of the text, ArabX and ArabY present the following notable dissimilarities.
( 1) At the beginning of the text, Arab X says that Macari us was of Egyptian origin; this mention lacks in ArabY:
[ As mentioned earlier, one of the subdivisions of ArabY, ArabY 2 , is most probably related to the Wadi n-Natrun; ArabY 2 is apparently an Egyptian branch of the Arabic version, and probably so is ArabY as well. Thus it is natural that ArabY lacks the mention ofMacarius' Egyptian origin, because it is completely evident for Christians in Egypt. The mention lacks also in the Coptic and Syriac Lives. Thus this addition "min mi~ra", which is peculiar to ArabX, seems to suggest that this branch of the Arabic Life, ArabX, was formed outside Egypt.
(2) In the Life, the story which recounts the monastic vocation of Macarius contains the following episode: eager to become monk, Macarius asked a certain hermit to give him advice, and the hermit let him stay in his cell. At night, while Macarius was asleep, the hermit saw a splendid vision about Macarius. Next morning when Macarius was about to leave, the hermit asked him if he saw anything during the night; Macarius said "No". Then comes the passage in question. According to the Bohairic and Syriac Lives, the hermit did not tell Macarius the vision, in order that the latter might not be puffed up:
[ And the old man revealed to him the vision he saw, and in order that he (Macarius) might not be puffed up in his thought, the old man ordered him to go a little away from the village and to dwell alone in a cell. It is interesting to note that the negative appears only on the side of ArabY. (3) According to the Life (ch. XX), Macarius went to the "mountain" (i.e. monastery) of Saint Antony to ask him advice about how to lead his monastic life. In this story, the "mountain" of Antony is mentioned as "al-gabal al-garbi = the western mountain" in ArabX, whereas in ArabY it is called "al-gabal alsarqi =the eastern mountain". Since the Syriac version has the expression "turo d-mar;lnl]o =the mountain of the east" (the expression in question is lacking in the Coptic version), the reading "eastern" is original. Why did ArabX change it into "western"? A possible explanation would be that Antony had two monasteries, one in the inner desert and the other near the Nile, and that the expression "western" refers to the monastery near the Nile. That Antony had two monasteries is a well-known fact, 18 but this explanation seems unconvincing for the following reason: according to the Life of Macarius, Macarius visits Antony twice, and during his second visit Antony dies in his presence. We know from the Life of Antony that he died in the monastery of the inner desert. So it follows that, when visiting him for the second time, Macarius went to Antony's monastery of the inner desert. However, nothing in the Life of Macarius suggests that the destination of Macari us' first visit was different from that of his second visit.
Another explanation which I propose here is that, for the author or the compiler of ArabX, the monastery of Antony was located somewhere in the west. As we saw earlier, Arab X contains a mention of Macari us' Egyptian origin, which is superfluous for Christians in Egypt. This detail, together with the expression "western", seems to suggest that ArabX is a branch which was formed outside Egypt, i.e. east of Egypt; and in fact, one of the manuscripts of this branch, ArabB, is preserved in the monastery of Saint Catherine in Sinai, i.e. outside Egypt. ( 4) According to the Life of Macari us ( ch. XXXIV), one day a cherub appears to Macarius. Then comes the following passage, which is preserved only in ArabX and the manuscript ArabL:
• VMArab XXXIV 2 19 fa-lamma ab~ara-hu fara~a katiran. When seeing him (the cherub), he rejoiced greatly.
Since the same passage figures both in Bohairic and Syriac, the original Arabic text must have had this passage.
(5) The last example, taken from ch. LXII, is concerned with the spelling of the name of Pachomius in Arabic. ArabX as well as the manuscript ArabL have a Greek ending, 20 whereas in all the other manuscripts of ArabY the shorter form without Greek ending is used. 21 In the Arabic Life of Pachomius, edited by Amelineau and which I suppose to have been translated in Egypt, it is the shorter form that is used predominantly. The Coptic and the Syriac Lives have pal}om and pakum respectively, i.e. form without Greek ending. It is not impossible that the form without Greek ending was preferred in Egypt, and that elsewhere the form with a Greek ending was preferred. These differences between the two sub-recensions of the Arabic Life, which might appear trivial at first sight, will be found important in the following discussion. [ The name in the Syriac Life, which is probably to be pronounced like "Gatqliniqus", is apparently a corrupted form of "Agathonicus" which is found in the Coptic Life. It should be reminded here that the Syriac Life was probably translated from Bohairic, and that the Arabic Life is probably a translation from the Syriac version. Then the Arabic and the Greek versions have the same name "Diocletian", but with different titles. Thus according to the Coptic, the Syriac and the Arabic Lives, the dignitary had Christian faith. So the aforementioned second question can be reformulated as follows: why is Diocletian in the Arabic Life depicted as the governor of Antioch who had Christian faith, whereas the Greek Life simply characterizes him as the emperor?
In Egypt there was a peculiar tradition, according to which Diocletian was at ftrst Christian, resident in Antioch, and it is only later that he abandoned his faith. 27 One can see that the description about Diocletian in the Arabic Life is in perfect harmony with this tradition. Then, how are we to explain the fact that the Greek version, like the Arabic version, has the name of Diocletian, but that it lacks the detail about his being governor of Antioch and his Christian faith? The following seems to be the best explanation: the model which the author of the Greek Life used for his composition contained the name of Diocletian, and since he was ignorant of that peculiar Egyptian tradition about Diocletian, he modified the text accordinglyDiocletian as the persecutor of Christians, so necessarily as a "non-Christian" "emperor". Thus this detail about the name of a dignitary strongly suggests that the author of the Greek version had before him something like the Arabic version.
IV. The origin of the Greek Life of Macarius
On closer look, we find more similarities, on the level of the content, between the Greek Life and Arab X, a branch of the Arabic version.
(1) At the beginning, the Greek Life specifies Macarius' Egyptian origin (see 2.
(1) above):
• VMGri
28
Tout(!) natp\c; JlEV A'iyuntoc; "Jiv, 1tEpt ilv 6 xpucropp6ac; NE1A.oc; OtEPXEtat notaJ.16<; · Egypt was his (i.e. Macari us') homeland, around which runs the gold-streaming river, the Nile.
(2) According to the Greek Life, the hermit told the vision he had seen to Macarius (see 2. (2) (5) However, the most striking similarity between ArabX and the Greek version can be found in the way some of the chapters are omitted. Another look at the table of comparison presented above will show that the omitted chapters overlap Vol. XLIII 2008 very largely between ArabX and the Greek Life; this can hardly be explained away as a mere coincidence. I suggest that the Greek version of the Life of Macarius is most probably a rewriting based on the Arabic version, more precisely a branch of the Arabic version, Arab X.
V. Conclusion
A remark should be noted here concerning the date of composition of the Greek Life. It appears that a monastic florilegium compiled by John Oxeites, who was active at the end of the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth century, contains two excerpts from the Greek Life of Macarius. 31 Consequently, the extant Greek version must have been written at the latest in the late eleventh century, and the Arabic version, in its tum, must have come into being at the latest in the eleventh, or maybe even in the tenth century. On the other hand, it is probably in the ninth century that the Life of Macarius was translated from Sahidic into Bohairic. All this seems to indicate that the transmission of the Life of Macarius from one language to another may have been rather swift and compact in time.
As for the place of composition of the Greek Life, Palestine is evidently a milieu in which such a Greek rewriting could be done; in this context one may remind that one of the manuscript of the branch ArabX, ArabB, is preserved in the Greek orthodox monastery of Saint Catherine in Sinai. However, another candidate can be proposed: in view of the aforementioned fact that the Greek Life was known to an author who once resided in Antioch, this city and its surrounding area may have been the place. The existence near Antioch of a multilingual monastery, such as Saint Symeon of the Black Mountain, favors this idea. Furthermore, one may recall that it is precisely in this milieu that the Arabic Life of John of Damascus was translated into Greek. 32 In conclusion, it seems that the extant Greek version of the Life of Macarius is most probably a rewriting based on the Arabic version, more precisely a branch of the Arabic version, ArabX; the rewriting was realized probably in the eleventh century.
We know that, from the tenth century onward, metaphrasis, i.e. stylistical rewriting, became a mode in the field of Greek hagiography with the famous menologion of Symeon the Metaphrastes; perhaps the composition of the Greek Life of Macarius is to be understood in this context of Byzantine literature.
Passage from Arabic into Greek may not be so astonishing, although one 162 ORIENT can say that relatively few examples have been pointed out so far 33 • In any case, it is interesting to see an example which shows that the Arabic language, a newcomer in the literatures of the Christian Orient, could have some impact on the age-old Greek (Byzantine) literature, all the more because such an example stresses the character of the Orient as a crossroads of cultures.
• The present article originates from the paper read at the seventh Conference on Christian Arab Studies held in Beirut, Lebanon, September 2004. For convenience' sake, however, the reference to the former editions is also noted. The critical apparatus of the passages quoted from the versions of the VM is omitted here, unless it is deemed useful or necessary for the discussion.
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